New calendar is adopted; classes begin on Sept. 6

by Jerry Radus
Observer News Editor

Serving the Notre Dame - St. Mary's community
The Academic Council reversed their decision of March 6 and adopted a new academic calendar with a post-Labor Day start in their meeting on March 6. Under the new calendar, classes will begin for all students on September 6.

The council was called into special session by the petition of ten members of the board, in accordance with the Faculty Manual. The petition was signed by student representatives Alfred Giuffrida, David Koppana, Frank Palopoli, John Mateja, and Robert Meyers; and Prof. Charles Allen, Allen Vettazanger, David Appelt, and Edward Vasta.

The ten members of the Council who petitioned for the new meeting did so in light of extreme student response to the calendar passed on March 6. A poll taken prior to the meeting indicated that 92 per cent of the students reached were not in favor of the calendar.

Meyers, the student representative for the College of Arts and Letters, signed the petition because he felt "the students deserved to be consulted. They have the right to be heard before the Academic Council."

Meyers, however, did not vote for the new calendar which passed by a 33 to 15 count. He called the first semester "a rat race" and claimed that the pre-Labor Day Calendar was "something they will have to do in a year or two anyway."

"a rat race"

Meyers continued that the students reasons for change "were not valid." He claimed that the faculty "really gets screwed by the short semester" and that the students were "screwing with" their demands.

Student representative Fred Giuffrida called the decision "a milestone of sorts." He continued that "it is the first time in my knowledge that the Ad- ministration got beat in the Academic Council. In fact, I think probably the first time anything was reconsidered in the Council."

Giuffrida said that his student-faculty power coalition "is a real possibility," but he added that the students "really haven't helped themselves very much."

"students not helping selves"

Provost James Burtechell, also a member of the Council, reiterated the rationale behind the pre-Labor Day beginning. He claimed that the new semester slipped to 66 days was too short for an accredited institution and there was a need for a break in the semester.

Though he failed to confirm Council members mentioned that Burtechell voted against the new calendar. It was Burtechell who presented the pre-Labor Day calendar in the March 6 meeting. When questioned about Administration never being defeated before, Burtechell claimed that he really hasn't been on the Council long enough to make any judgment on that.

Spring semester

The Council also passed by unanimous vote the spring semester calendar that was passed at the earlier meeting. The motion was passed by a voice vote.

"The Spring semester continues on Tuesday, January 16 for registration and classes commence on the 17th. The term will be split by two breaks March 9 to 19 and April 10 to 26. Classes are scheduled as of May 8 with finals running from the 9 through the 16."

SPRING-SEMESTER 1973

Jan. 15 Orientation for new students.
Jan. 16 Registration Day.
Jan. 17 Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Jan. 22 Latest date for all class changes.
Feb. 16 Enrolment reservations for the Fall Semester 1973-74.
March 8 Midsemester Reports of Deficient Students.
March 9 Midsemester vacation begins after last class.
March 19 Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
April 18 Easter holiday begins after last class.
April 24 Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
May 4 Room reservations for Fall Semester 1973-74.
May 13 Advance Registration for the Fall Semester 1973-74.
May 26 Last class day.
May 31 Final Examinations.

Civil Rights series begins with Warren

by Mike Baun

Early Warren, former Chief Justice of the United States, traced the historical development of civil rights in congressional legislation and court decisions when he delivered the second of three lectures dealing with Civil Rights last night in the Center For Continuing Education auditorium.

Warren explained that, as in his first talk, the lecture would be "focusing out race relations rather than covering the whole broad field of civil rights and civil liberties." In the previous lecture, Warren had said, "The subject of civil rights is of such magnitude, laden with so much history, and possessing so many facets as to make it impossible of meaningful discussion in all its aspects in the brief period of time allotted to this occasion." 1)

race relations

The first lecture, delivered on April 4th, traced the development from the earliest beginnings of the course of civil rights on this country, especially with regard to blacks up to the 1857 Dred Scott decision under Chief Justice Taney.

Wednesday's lecture continued to trace the historical development of civil rights, primarily as seen in congressional legislation and court decisions. Starting with the Civil War, Mr. Warren followed the development of the Emancipation Proclamation, "A War strategy as well as a moral commitment," the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments, ending with the backward step of the Hayes-Tilden election crisis.

Warren observed that the election crisis "was stark evidence of how, in times of emotion, the President by the power of his position can, through subtle phrases, tell half of the truth, or a wink of the eye in chosen places, actually change the course of history." 2)

Presidential power

The lectures by the 80 year old retired justice inaugurate a series on Civil Rights to be sponsored annually by the Law School in honor of University President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh.

U.S. Representative John Brademas spoke briefly in introduction, citing Fr. Hesburgh as a man he was "proud to represent" in the Congress, and praising his 15 years with the Civil Rights Commission.

He also praised Mr. Warren, citing the former Justice's "historic contributions to the life of our people" during his sixteen years as Chief Justice.

He then spoke of the power of the president's position, by the mere existence of a "smoke screen" and his "history of evidence of how, in times of emotion, the President by the power of his position can, through subtle phrases, a t the decider of the day; or a wink of the eye in chosen places, actually change the course of history." 3)

lecture today

The final lecture will be given today in the Center for Continuing Education auditorium at 8 p.m. The talks are open to the general public on a first-come, first-served basis, and a closed circuit television system has been set up to accommodate the overflow from the small auditorium.
McGovern beats Wallace and Humphrey in Wisconsin

By Douglas Kneeland

Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota, on winning a solid victory Tuesday in the Wisconsin Democratic presidential primary, captured 54 of the state's 67 delegates in the party's national convention.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of neighboring Minnesota, who finished third behind Gov. George C. Wallace of Alabama, received 13 delegates by taking two congressional districts.

Despite his strong race, Wallace, whose unofficial returns showed with 22 per cent of the 1.1 million votes cast compared with Humphrey's 51 per cent, failed to carry any of the nine districts.

Under the Wisconsin primary system 11 delegates go to the statewide winner and the rest are apportioned among the highest vote-getters in individual electoral districts. As a result, Wallace was shut out of the battle for delegates.

McGovern, who received almost 30 per cent of the total vote, won all the large delegates as well as those from seven districts.

The newly won delegates lifted McGovern's national total close to that of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, who finished a distant fourth in this state.

Wallace, as a result of his victory in the Florida primary, is in a mild lead with 22 per cent, trailing a bit behind, with Humphrey trailing about 8 per cent.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, who finished a distant fourth in this state.

McGovern's victory in California this morning for fund-raising dinners in San Francisco and Los Angeles, said that he thought his Wisconsin victory gave him a 50-50 chance for the nomination.

Humphrey attributes his third place finish to the Republican cross-over vote.

Six other democrats, who did not campaign actively here, were on the ballot. Each received one percent or less of the vote. Their unofficial totals were:

- Former Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota, 15,602
- Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New York, 9,106
- Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, 2,376
- Rep. Patsy T. Mink of Hawaii, 1,191
- Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana, who has withdrawn, 1,045

In the Republican Primary the totals were:
- Nixon, 274,682 (97 per cent)
- Ashbrook, 1,542 (1 per cent)
- McKinney, 4,868 (1 per cent)

Under Wisconsin law, voters have an option on the ballot of choosing "None of the above." With 1,921 voters Tuesday, "none of the above" did nearly as well, collecting 1,342 votes.
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McGovern, who flew to California this morning for fund-raising dinners in San Francisco and Los Angeles, said that he thought his Wisconsin victory gave him a 50-50 chance for the nomination.

Staying away from the title of "front-runner," he would say only that his success in this state was a first "great step" toward being the democratic's choice to run against Nixon.

Humphrey discounted his third-place finish, declaring that a large Republican cross-over vote has muddied the results. Concerning that the vote was not a reflection of democratic party members' wishes, he said: "A 40 per cent Republican cross-over leans it up and everybody knows it."

After examining the total ballot cast in each primary, most analysts agreed that about 40 per cent of the nominal Republicans who voted took part in the Democratic election. Fewer than 300,000 of the 1.1 million ballots cast were in the G.O.P. primary.

The critics are calling it the best "front-runner," he would say only that his success in this state was a first "great step" toward being the democratic's choice to run against Nixon.

Humphrey discounted his third-place finish, declaring that a large Republican cross-over vote has muddied the results. Concerning that the vote was not a reflection of democratic party members' wishes, he said: "A 40 per cent Republican cross-over leans it up and everybody knows it."

After examining the total ballot cast in each primary, most analysts agreed that about 40 per cent of the nominal Republicans who voted took part in the Democratic election. Fewer than 300,000 of the 1.1 million ballots cast were in the G.O.P. primary.

Kris Kristofferson has been through Oxford University and through the dives of Nashville. He's written songs like "Me and Bobby McGee," "Help Me Make It Through the Night," "Sunday Morning Comin' Down," "For the Good Times," and "Lovin' Her Was Easier."

Rolling Stone Ray Rezos said, "He is always totally believable; you know Kris has paid some dues."

Now Kristofferson has a classic third album, "Border Lord." Ten important new songs that tell you who he is. The critics are calling it the best Kristofferson yet.
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Applications Now Being Taken For the Student Union:

Associate Director
Social Commissioner
Services Commissioner
Academic Commissioner
Cultural Arts Commissioner
Business Manager

Apply 4th Floor offices, Thurs. & Fri. from 2 - 5 pm.
Jim Schneid will serve as the new Student Union Director for next year according to present Director Bill McGrath. McGrath announced the first of newly-elected King H. Cullen Kersten's appointments yesterday afternoon.

Schneid, presently the Services Commissioner for Student Union, hopes to concentrate Student Union on "participation type projects." He explained these as projects in which students who are not in the Union structure use the Union and its money to accomplish their ideas.

The junior from Syracuse, New York claimed that the Student Union should be a place for people who want to do something, to enjoy themselves, and make friends while they're performing a service.

There are now 6 positions open under Schneid that he must fill. Included in these are the Commissioners, Cultural, Social, Academic, and Business. Manager, and the Associate Director.

In stressing the participation projects, Schneid noted that Fr. Thomas Blantz, Vice-President for Student Affairs, has approached the Union for help in renovating LaFortune Student Center. "It's this more permanent stuff that the Union should be involved in."

But he assured the students by claiming that the concerts, movies, and lectures on campus will "always continue to be high quality." Schneid mentioned that the Union "High school movie market so much, leaving some room for the other organizations."

When questioned about Kersten's view of Student Union, Schneid asserted that the King sees the "distinction between Student Union and Student Government. He sees that the Student Union is a service. It does tangible things. Philosophically, there will be no conflict." Retiring Director McGrath claimed that he was pleased with the Union's activities for the year. In comparison with previous years, McGrath said that more people came up with ideas and used the Union's money and structure.

"We were a little hampered there," he continued, by the Student Union money being pretty much accounted for at the beginning of the year. The Union arranged what McGrath termed "semi-passive activities" -movies, concerts, lectures. But he now questioned "how many people have met new people at these?"

"In the beginning, I thought we could relax the campus with these Student Government type activities, but now I know that isn't the case," McGrath looked for Student Union to begin using their funds to purchase long-tenured and canons for the students, activities more designed for day-to-day use. "I'm quite pleased with the year," he concluded, "but I am disappointed about going over the budget."

Locations:

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
21 AND OVER
RENT-A-PINTO
$5 A DAY 5' A MILE
CALL
Bill Kelley
Romy Hammes
Fordland
329-461
Chuck Hamilton
Joe Hayden Ford
Niles, Michigan
(616) 683-3920
Bob Atkinson
Jordan Motors
Mishawaka
(219) 495-2811

The day you buy a Diamond
Emerald
Ruby
Sapphire
18k. Jewelry
...
call us...

Diamond Import Company
THE ULTIMATE IN DIAMONDS

Cultural Arts Commission's
Performing Arts Series presents

Duke Ellington

Tonight, Thurs. April 6
8:30 pm
at Stepan Center

reserved seats $4.00
general admission $3.00 (PAS patrons free)
tickets on sale at the door
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Schneid appointed new Student Union head
HARRISBURG jury dismissed

by Homer Bigart

THURSDAY, April 6, 1972

THE AIA PRESENTS

Alice's Restaurant

THURSDAY, APRIL 6

Engin. Audit.

Admin $1.00

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts, here's how little you shell out to get around:

$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass. All you need is the bread and something to show you're a bona fide student between 14 and 25.

Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those 13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air fares you've got Europe made.

Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little second-class second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the European trains have some other advantages for you. They take you from city to city center, so you don't have to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes away from home, with Pictograms that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms, bookstores and other helpful facilities.

Now, here's the catch. You can't get your Student-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in Europe—you have to get them before you leave the country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

STUDENT-RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.

Please send your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. □ Or your Student-Railpass folder order form. □

Name.
City.
State.
Zip.

Dorms are dull! The Notre Dame Avenue Apts Present

A Great Change

We are 65% filled for next fall 1/2 of these apartments are rented to girls!!

We also offer

★ Close to campus

★ 2 large bedrooms-Room for four students

★ Large kitchen, dining room and plenty of storage space

★ Fully carpeted living rooms with a private patio and balcony

★ 9 & 12 month leases

These apartments are completely furnished (special package price for summer school)

Renting now for this summer and next fall

Call 234-6647

Office 919 South Bend Ave.

South Bend, Ind.
**The founding of the old B.S.**

Joe Markosek

---

**The Bull Pen Again**

Father Sorin founded Notre Dame in 1842. He traveled with a motley crew. Among them was a little known Polish noble and entrepreneur, Count Alfred Louis The year was 1842. Father Sorin built the Faculty Club. But while the patriarchal Bookstore. padre was beginning to realize the fruits of all his life. It was even a quirk of advantage of it. It had been this way for him a huge orange ball hanging over the rim of halt, mouth agape. There, in the East, was the earth, against a backboard of blue system. Hidden among the memory banks thought I 'd reached someone who could swallow him whole. As luck might have marked "PRESS THIS BUTTON" and governors, the rent-a-cop and those glorious cash registers. Finally, Theeves pasted on the "in " decal and the Counted pasted on the window, cashiers, turns tiles, more business prospered. More customers were segregated per square foot area than any other area of Notre Dameria. Theeves went on the enrol at ND. He was very smart and carried a 4-grade point. The Count became old, fat and prosperous. His property made him a fortune. But alas, this was America. It became the vogue for businessmen to use only their initials like J.P. Morgan or B.F. Goodrich. Count Alfred Louis Isidore Babinski. The future M S now had a home but it indelicate manner.

---

**Fire in the sky- A Hoosier fairy tale**

Lefty Ruschmann

(Clicks his tongue.)* There is trouble in Northern Indiana. " There is fire in the sky in Northern Indiana."

Dr. Hayseed Hackneyed was bending from the Linus, the "Un保留的回家 in his year of training to the Indiana University and varnished and re-painted the Periodic Table. called the Del Operator for Avagado's Number, and discussed the Laws of Gravity in the company of the Supreme Court decisions. In short, it was a long night.

He nodded across the endless tundra of subarctic Indiana, wondering if the permafrost would ever thaw, now that Memorial Day had come and gone. He thought of a dirty joke about improper ejaculation? (maybe... or maybe not.)

Meanwhile, panic began to grip the Free State too. News announcers interrupted their great-grandparents to broadcast first a Fair Weather Alert, then a Fair Weather Warning. Hoarders remacked the Drewey's plant and carried off the St. Joe flour. Indiana's entire corn crop turned to popcorn, but it was useless - the oil supply was blocked up. Even high school basketball practices were postponed. And in communities with public schools, women and children took shelter, for Fire in the sky moved westward, frying Fort Wayne, scourching South Bend, and even bringing Bloomington to a boil. But blaming the fireball was a laugh Airline steward, piloted by Johnny Cropsey, All Indian and official 4H Club aviator. He was summoned from singing all four verses of the Star-Spangled Banner by a special phone call from the Governor, carrying the secret message. "No, not at all. Our job is to seed the clouds with snow balls and help the cycle along. If it works, the clouds will return.

Dr. Hackneyed, unable to contain his rage, slammed the phone down on the operator. 'Don't drink lake!"

Johnny Cropsey ducked behind a pick net by two cumulus clouds and shot at the fireball. Shat. Another shot was wide of the mark and the third was blocked by a wren. Johnny stopped to think. " Gee, maybe I should go to the ground. I'd have a better chance of hitting it."

Johnny took careful aim at the ground, and on the third throw was crowned with success. He turned his plane around and headed back home, wherever that was, to his best girl waiting on the runway in her asbestos dress. It was dark. As he turned, WRI's Main Street of the Midwest, Dr. Hackneyeyed looked out the door to see what the weather was. Eureka! The meaning fire ball had turned bloody red, swallowed to enormous size, and sunk into the lake!

"Yes, it's Chicago's problem now," he mused.

Joe Cropsey grew up with the B.S. He helped his father construct the building which would someday house more cans of soda than you can shake a stick at father and son. working, working, working. First came the floor, then the bookshelves, then the counters which don't, display, cash registers, customers, turnarounds, more customers which he doesn't, display, cash registers. Finally, Theeves pasted on the "in " decal and the Counted pasted on the 75

ND decals. It was account books, one gross of monogrammed subshirts, 22 Farley School T-shirts and 19 Philosophy textbooks to be used for culting hyper-actives. All of this merchandise came to a grand total of $31. By today's B.S standards the tag would be $472.82 (slightly higher west of Atlantic City). The future B.S. now had a home but it still - kido a house to put it in - as in retrospect a step or two in the story. The Count was so different from the modern day ND man. He was Polish and he had trouble finding social happiness. But non intimacy was not to be his fate. He met a local yocal by the name of Latin Trowie and their marriage was soon consummated. The producer of this one was named Theeves, an old Polish name from Babinski."

"Non, Governor, you don't understand. I saw fire in the sky in Northern Indiana."

Organ music stirred in the air, as the Governor blurted out a reply. "No, it's evaporation- condensation- the third step occurs without the other."

"No. at all. Our job is to seed the clouds with snow balls and help the cycle along. If it works, the clouds will return."

"Well, what about it? Will it mean good business?

Dr. Hackneyed. I'm happy to report that Fire in the Sky is dying over Lake Michigan."

"Michigan? Say it again. Michigan, please say it."

"No, I said Lake Michigan. But anyway, we're safe! You and the family, and all Hoosiers, can live in peace."

And it's a damn good thing, too. I wouldn't want to spend her Sandahl's birthday to spend her birthday in sunlight.

I had not thought life had undone so many. for here in a land where "you" and "in" are just parentheses, is a rushed ejaculation" and when I stop stopping to see if I can see whether the sky is a world that makes a word count, then this land is real and known it's real but if I look for a word that makes the world count, then I see that the land is a world that was doubted, and see its doubt.

When I say "we" is a substantive then I really understand far in thought to think that I had not thought just act really cursed inertia on a Monday, learning to walk away from Sunday night.

The red phone was ringing again. It was Governor, Governor of Indiana. " Well, what about it? Do we have a real disaster?" That means I'll miss my Grange act."

"No, Governor, I'm happy to report that Fire in the Sky is dying over Lake Michigan."

"Michigan? Say it again. Michigan, please say it."

"No, I said Lake Michigan. But anyway, we're safe! You and the family, and all Hoosiers, can live in peace."

And it's a damn good thing, too. I wouldn't want to spend her Sandahl's birthday to spend her birthday in sunlight.

I had not thought life had undone so many. for here in a land where "you" and "in" are just parentheses, is a rushed ejaculation" and when I stop stopping to see if I can see whether the sky is a world that makes a word count, then this land is real and known it's real but if I look for a word that makes the world count, then I see that the land is a world that was doubted, and see its doubt.

When I say "we" is a substantive then I really understand far in thought to think that I had not thought just act really cursed inertia on a Monday, learning to walk away from Sunday night.

Dr. Hackneyed pressed the big button marked "PRESS THIS BUTTON" and waited. Presently a grave voice answered. "This is Cigar D. Halfwhitecomb, Governor of Indiana. Kill Commies."

"Oh hell!" muttered the Doctor. "I thought I'd reached someone who could help out."

"Well, spit it out, see. Indiana Pull isn't a charity outfit, you know."

"There is trouble in Northern Indiana. Governor, the you didn't understand. I saw fire in the sky in Northern Indiana."

Organ music stirred in the air, as the Governor blurted out a reply. "No, it's evaporation- condensation- the third step occurs without the other."

"No. at all. Our job is to seed the clouds with snow balls and help the cycle along. If it works, the clouds will return."

"Well, what about it? Will it mean good business?"
Academic Vice President sought by SMC committee

by Beth Hall

The new St. Mary's president, Dr. Edward Henry, has created the post of Academic Vice President to handle the academic affairs of the college. A search committee composed of six faculty members and two students has been selected to screen applicants for the new position.

Members of the committee received letters from Dr. Henry yesterday informing them of the selection. The faculty representatives were chosen by a faculty assembly, while St. Mary's Student Government selected the two student members.

Dr. Anthony Black, Associate Professor of History, will serve as chairman of the search committee.

The other faculty members are:

- Miriam Patrick Covey, Chairman of the Mathematics Department.
- Professor Donald Hirting, Chairman of the Sociology Department.
- Dr. Harold Weiss, Religious Studies Chairman.

Jane Sheehy and Natalie Dwyer are the student representatives on the committee. Ms. Sheehy has served as Constitution Committee and Ms. Dwyer is Academic Affairs' Committee.

Dr. Henry will decide the functions the new position which will be "similar to that of an academic dean, according to Dr. Black."

Candidates for the position are being sought through a weekly newspaper and increased teaching load in the history department next year.

The Academic Vice President will replace the position now held by Dr. Jack Delizer, who will have a new assignment and increased teaching load in the history department next year.

The search committee will meet next Tuesday to organize and form guidelines for the selection of the new president. It will report to the Academic Vice President.

Jane Sheehy; student member of search committee.

Modern Language Department: Dr. Carole DeMort, Biology; Dr. Weiss, Religious Studies Department; Dr. Hoffman, Political Science; Dr. Weiss, Religious Studies Department; and Dr. Harald, Economics.

Candidates for the position are:

- Dr. Anthony Black: Search committee chairman.
- Dr. Donald Hirting: Search committee chairman.
- Dr. Harold Weiss: Search committee chairman.

Management students from the College of Business Administration at the University of Notre Dame came within an eyelash of capturing their runner-up trophy to a collection that included a first place trophy in their contest sponsored by Emory University of Atlanta. Less than one point separated the Notre Dame group from the victorious Harding College of Searcy, Ark., in the competition concluded this week. Adding their second place trophies, the first year of competition in 1970 are, seated from left, Tom D'Aquila, marketing major from Columbus, Ohio, and James Lockhart, accounting major from Nibbing, Minn.; Craig Hoyt, marketing major from Columbus, Ohio, and James Lockhart, accounting major from Nibbing, Minn. All are seniors. Standing, left to right, are George E. Manners, assistant professor of management; Vincent Raymond, assistant dean of the college, and Don J. Novotney, assistant professor of management. The Notre Dame students won the championship of the industrial division over students from more than 40 colleges or universities in a computer assisted management program for a firm manufacturing table flatware.

The new limey shag ....be...
N D gridders begin Spring drills

by Jim Donallon

Our Notre Dame football team always faces a great deal of pressure and excitement with the opening of spring drills yesterday, as the Irish seemed to be in top form. Coach Ara Parseghian and his staff will devot nearly 300 minutes a week to each player, in usual to that facet of the game.

With eight of 11 starters, including All-America Guard Patukalis, Mike Kadish and Clarence Elliott returning in the Irish defensive unit is in need of a veteran leader. In contrast, the offensive line, which was greatly weakened by the departure of senior Duane Doherty and place kicker Bob Reagan, Bob Reagan, has many returning starters with Dan Novakov, Jim Humbert, and Notre Dame's all-time leading point scorer, Tim Type Tom.

In the 1971 outdoor season, the Irish opened their 1972 outdoor season and discouraging reports. Dan Novakov, Jim Humbert, and placing a distant third to pleasant surprises. "

The team as a whole took a step up."

Notre Dame seemed to have the

Coach Parseghian said, "The Irish team. During their two week stay on the west coast, the Irish won

by Andy Stankiewicz

The Notre Dame lacrosse team returned home Tuesday, May 9, completing a highly successful trip to California during the Easter break. During their two week stay on the west coast, the Irish won three of four games, including an 11-1 win over the Orange County Lacrosse Club, the number two team in Southern California.

The Irishirkish stickmen pictured are, from left to right, sitting, Senior Tom Freistroffer, a top goals and after Dave Jurusik

The final game was with the tough Orange County club and the Irish put together an outstanding effort winning 11-5. Orange County scored quickly, but the Irish kept their pace and took control of the offensive attack. Mallan scored twice, finished 4-1, Irish.

Mullen, Holian and Brown dominated the offensive action in the third quarter. The junior from Knoxfor Gatewood's split end spot.

Mullen, Holian, Brown and B.J. milled the Irish 11-5, Irish. Goals and after Dave Jurusik

The talented Irish meet Wooster
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Mullen, Holian and Brown dominated the offensive action in the third quarter. The junior from Knoxfor Gatewood's split end spot.

Mullen, Holian and Brown dominated the offensive action in the third quad...
Ellington to play Saturday

The jazz band that rocked the 1930's and every decade since will present a one-night stand in St. Mary's auditorium on April 6. Duke Ellington's orchestra, fresh from a concert tour of Russia where they were greeted by 45-minute ovations, will be sponsored by the Performing Arts Series of the Cultural Arts Commission, in the program beginning at 8 p.m. Famous for such musical masterpieces as "Mood Indigo," "Sophisticated Lady," "Take the 'A' Train," "Trouble in Mind," and "'Tain' Mattie," Ellington recently added a new dimension to his talented career when he composed and performed music for a series of sacred concerts in the nation's major cathedrals. Recent albums of his new include such numbers as "In the Beginning God," "Come Sunday," "David Danced Before the Lord," and "New World A Comin.'

Now 68, Ellington has had a band since Coolidge was in the White House. He has performed more than 1,000 songs in his 40-year career that spanned the eras from the early 1920's to the present. A classic biography of Ireland's great labor leader who was executed by the British for his role in the Easter Rebellion (1916) was published in 1972. The book, "Ireland's Civil Rights Movement," is a study of the struggle for independence from British rule. The author, editor of the Irish Democrat (London), shows that a united Ireland would be the answer to the problems of the Irish people and the British. The book is available at most bookstores and is priced at $4.50. A limited number of 500 general admission tickets are on sale at the same outlets.
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